
YGT (YOU’VE GOT TO . . .) ASSIGNMENT 

 
For you, what song (or album), game (board or video), book, film, or streaming series is 

the one you’ve got to listen to (or play, or read, or watch)? That’s the subject of your 

next short assignment.  

Why this assignment? For starters, it’s a way to bring the topics of everyday 

conversations into the classroom. Consider your conversations with your friends. Think 

how often they focus on the music you’re listening to, the streaming series you’re 

watching, etc. 

You may have many favorites that you’d like to write about, but this assignment requires 

you to focus on one. Though you are not required to mention the pandemic, you are 

welcome to address it in the second paragraph of your assignment. There you may 

want to consider how the song (or album)/ game (board or video)/ book/ film/ streaming 

series has helped you through the long days of COVID-19.  

You will post this assignment to Moodle but not to your blog. Over the course of the 

semester, we will read your assignments blindly. (I will distribute paper copies without 

the writers’ names.)  

ASSIGNMENT DIRECTIONS 

 
1. Compose a two-paragraph piece of writing, a minimum of 150 words, about one 

song (or album), game (board or video), book, film, or streaming series. 
 

2. Devote the first paragraph to a summary of your topic. Offer as many concrete 
details as you can, but do not offer your opinion. A summary is objective.    
 

3. In the second paragraph, turn to your opinion. Let the reader know why your 
favorite is a must-see or a must-listen to.  
 

Note: You are welcome to write more than two paragraphs, but the first two must 
comply with the directions outlined above.  
 

4. Give your assignment a title that offers some indication of your topic. Your title 
may include the name of your favorite (song, game, etc.), but your title should not 
simply be that name alone. “Rain on Me” is not an acceptable title, but “‘Rain on 
Me’ Reigns” is. You may also use the “You’ve Got to” line as part of your title. 
 

5. If the name of your favorite should be italicized or enclosed in quotation marks, 
be sure to italicize it or enclose it in quotation marks. If you don’t know whether 
the name should be italicized or enclosed in quotation marks, see pages 280 and 
301 of A Writer’s Reference.  
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6. Format your assignment in compliance with the MLA style guidelines outlined on 

pages 7 and 8 of the syllabus. Save your assignment as an MS Word or Google 

doc, and post your assignment to Moodle no later than noon on Friday, Feb. 5. 

Remember that you will not post this assignment to your blog. Over the course of 

the semester, we will read your assignments blindly. (I will distribute paper copies 

without the writers’ names.)  

GRADE CRITERIA 

 

An A YTG (You’ve Got to . . .) assignment meets all requirements for the assignment 

and is also well organized and relatively free of surface errors. 

 

A B YTG (You’ve Got to . . .) assignment effectively meets all requirements but may be 

flawed by minor issues of organization and/or surface errors. 

 

A C YTG (You’ve Got to . . .) assignment meets some but not all requirements and may 

also be flawed by issues of organization and/or surface errors. 

 

A D YTG (You’ve Got to . . .) assignment meets only one of the requirements and may 

also be flawed by issues of organization and/or surface errors. 

 

An F YTG (You’ve Got to . . .) assignment fails to meet the requirements and may also 

be flawed by substantial issues of organization and/or surface errors.  

 

 


